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About This Game

Hexed is a logic puzzle game. Each level is made out of unique combination of grids of hexagonal cells and colors.

Do you like to relax while playing easy to understand visual mind games?

Do you like to solve colorful puzzle games, level after level?

Do you like to be in control of which level you play, how often you play it, or when you play it?

Do you like to play games with very clean, positive, relaxing and fresh interface?

Do you like to either be challenged by more difficult levels, or are you sometimes bit lazy to think too much and just
want to relax by simple enough levels?

Do you like to unlock achievements?

Do you like to compete against your friends or family members by seeing who gets the most levels completed with the
least tries or moves?

If you answered YES (or OH, YEAH!) to any of these questions, Hexed is just the right game for you. You can decide which
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level you want to play, and if you can't solve it, you can easily choose to re-play (restart) each level over and over, until you
solve it .. and once you do solve it, you guessed it - you can still play it, there are no limits.

Hexed includes:

Very clean, modern, light, and positive game interface backed by a selection of relaxing background music tracks to
relax your mind while you play

164 colorful unique levels ranging from easy to really challenging ones

92 Steam Achievements

Re-playable tutorial level

Steam Cloud automatic game saves - you won't lose progress of your game even if you swap computers connected to
your Steam account - plus you don't have to remember to save your progress as Hexed does it all for you automatically

Level grids shaped as animals, aliens, plants, items and tools, transport devices, and other shapes (including abstraction)

Zoom in and out of each level's grid - provided to help you with more challenging levels and bigger grids

Fine-move and centre grids easily

Restart levels with ease, play any level you like whenever you like as many times you like, even after its marked as
COMPLETED

View unique HEXED grids of colourful hexagons in the intro scene every time you launch the game

I hope you will enjoy relaxing while you play Hexed.
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10\/10 my legs are on fire

Seriously, out of the VR games I own, only this one is worth every penny.
Nearly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the first half then
started\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the second half from giggling with the squad..
Unique gameplay mechanic! But more importantly, it's fun!

Single player, but a great game to play with someone else (& take turns).. It's worth learning German for!. 2.99 for this? Should
be free...it's not even really a game.
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Does what it says on the tin in many interesting ways. Sure, there are modes where you just quickly type a word, but it iterates
that in such cool ways. Oh, and it's bloody cheap. Definitely worth it!. This is the next baby step when you're ready to graduate
from the Artifex Mundi games to something with a longer gameplay, more storyline and more challenging puzzles. Good
storyline, gorgeous art, decent voice acting (though that dwarves are strangely chatty), some clever puzzles and all of the hidden
object games are to build interesting mechanisms or concoct interesting potions.

There's a little bit of eye rolling stuff like the wizard declaring the female protagonist a "fragile female" (sigh) but she is nothing
of the kind.. This game was originally released in 2003 as a single level demo. Ever since about that time I have wondered what
happened to it until I found the steam page for it. Good to know it was released with another 4 levels. It's nice to have it
published in English and on your steam account so you can download it whenever.

Publisher is great too because they fixed the thing I complained about in like 1 day!. This game has a charming, story-intensive
style, but it's very hard for me to consider it an RPG. Really, it's little more than a choose your own adventure game with an
overworld in each of the individual sections. There's nothing inherently wrong with that, but it is definitely NOT an rpg by most
modern standards.

Beyond that personal peeve of mine, the dialogue and the story itself, at least at the start, are fairly interesting and captivating,
painting a unique picture about the current state of the world and the troubles it's going through. However, avoiding spoiling
anything, the ending feels incredibly lackluster; it doesn't feel like a satisfying conclusion to the interesting story it finishes. The
manner in which it happens, too, just seems boring.

Overall, the style and background to this choose-your-own adventure game is praise-worthy, but the gameplay itself is very
limited and the actual conclusion to the game leaves me wanting. It's a bit disappointing, as someone who followed the game for
a while before it came out.

That said, I think it's worth the current sale price (about 4 bucks), but my lack of recommendation is for the normal price.. Man
has gone to space, climbed the highest mountain, conquerd fears, stopped terrorism and made this colouring book. We are a
race to be proud of.
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